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1.Introduction 
As all  In the fast changing networked computing 

societies, a variety of information technologies have 

brought up new types of IT-enabled product and 

service innovations in our daily-lives. For example, 

in South Korea, government-led IT policies have 

established well-organized socio-technical 

infrastructures using Internet, mobile technologies, 

and the usages of mobile devices since the last 10 

years. Based on this IT infrastructure and increasing 

usages of smartphone and smart devices, they have 

currently transformed the information environment 

paradigm from wired to wireless or to integrate 

information environments. Yet, these radically 

developed IT-driven changes in the shifting paradigm 

have encountered a dilemma–That is the security 

problem. As for the representational problems, we 

can take the security weakness of cloud environments 

and the inside attackers. In public cloud services, we 

entrust our data to the cloud provider. Therefore, the 

data are outside of our control, for example, 

migration policy and virtualized resources in cloud 

computing environments.  

 

 

 
*Author for correspondence 

According to the “Computer Crime and Security 

Survey” [18], 45% of the attacks are conducted by 

insiders. For example, South Korea‟s three leading 

credit card companies‟ customer data were revealed 

in 2013, which was caused by insiders. In order to 

solve these problems, we propose Encrypted DB 

Retrieval System that a server manager cannot access 

on real data (plaintexts) in the Mobile Office 

Environments of the cloud datacenter. All of the data 

stored in the DB and even querying keywords should 

be encrypted. There should be no decryption in a 

server through all processes. In addition, even users 

do not know their own secret key, but they can 

decrypt real data by using the masked keys every 

time. Hence, our proposed system is secure against 

both of the insiders and outsiders in the Mobile 

Office Environments of the cloud datacenter. The 

main methods and results are as follows. 

 

Main methods  

Security Client: The role of TPM (Trusted Platform 

Module) chip - TPM chip applications support cloud 

security vulnerabilities. We focus on the importance 

of converging technologies in order to produce 

synergic effects between the two technologies. In 

other words, the core aspects related to security are 

run by TPM and additionally PC, and the others are 

Editorial 
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conducted in a cloud service or users‟ mobile 

devices. This is because the cloud computing service 

entails limitless computing power as in a pay-as-you-

go arrangement [1]; however, it remains in security 

risks. On the other hand, TPM application technology 

has a high level of physical security but it has severe 

limitation of use such as limited command processing 

function [2, 9]. Hence, we use the TPM embedded 

PC as a Secure Client in the Mobile Office 

Environments. 

 

The Masked Keys: Secret keys should not be released 

from the TPM chip in a PC. This is our Security 

Goal. To achieve this, we generate a random number 

every session and mask the real secret keys with that 

random number. Then, the masked keys can be 

transferred from the TPM chip and to a terminal 

device or cloud services. A user or a cloud service 

manager implements the computations with the 

masked keys according to the given protocols. 

Therefore, nobody can know the real secret keys 

except for the security client (TPM chip in a PC). 

Compared to the values, the results of the masked 

keys are the same as the results of the real secret keys 

[3, 4, 5]. 

 

Results & contribution 

We can achieve the similar level of security to „One 

Time Encryption‟. TPM generates a unique random 

number every session and masks the real secret keys, 

then computes the results under the encrypted state 

with the masked keys. Hence, a user/device cannot 

know the real secret keys. The decrypted results are 

the same as the ones decrypted with real keys [3,4,5]. 

The proposed scheme guarantees the secure key 

management system. Real secret keys are stored in 

TPM, which provides a high level of physical 

security, and the real secret keys are not being 

released from the TPM. Instead of real keys, the 

faked keys masked with random numbers are used 

for computations. Our scheme is secure against both 

of the insiders and outsiders. There is no decryption 

in a server, because the server manager does not 

know anything about secret key in our scheme.  

 

Our proposed scheme is convergent technologies in 

order to produce synergic effects between the cloud 

computing service technology and the TPM 

technology. With the augmented security and 

efficiency in our application, our scheme can protect 

the system from both of insiders and outsiders. 

Therefore, if our scheme is to be commercialized, the 

social security issues caused by insider attacks might 

be solved. 

2.Related technologies 
2.1TPM 

1. General: TPM (Trusted Platform Module) is a 

computer chip (micro-controller) that can securely 

store artifacts used to authenticate the platform 

     (Your PC or laptop). 

 

Integrity Measurement, Storage and Reporting: 
Integrity measurement involves “platform 

characteristics” obtained by the TPM, which affect 

the integrity (trustworthiness). For instance, the 

platform characteristics include whether the 

machine‟s hardware configurations or software 

configurations are running well. Integrity metrics are 

measured and validated, and then its hash is stored in 

the shielded locations called the Platform 

Configurations Registers (PCRs). It represents a key 

feature and adds its value to a protected storage. 

Remote attestation and access to sensitive data are 

allowed only when the stored values in the PCRs and 

the current integrity metrics match, in other words, 

when a platform is in a valid and secure state. 

 

Protected Storage: Sensitive data may include 

cryptographic keys, passwords and digital 

certificates. The TPM provides a protected storage by 

encrypting the secret data with a private key that only 

the TPM has access to. In addition, the TPM can bind 

the sensitive data to a platform by encrypting the 

sensitive data along with platform configuration 

values. The access to the sensitive data is only 

allowed when the stored and current platform 

configuration values match. 

 

Remote Attestation: Remote attestation is the 

attestation-process to a remote party about the fact 

that a TPM has a valid EK (endorsement key). 

Therefore, it is a valid TPM. The remote party can 

trust the platform that the TPM resides on. In 

conclusion, it is safe to exchange data with it [19]. 

Trusted modules can be used in computing devices 

other than PCs, such as mobile phones or network 

equipment. 

 

2. Weakness: The TPM spec does not provide the 

minimum performance requirements, so that today‟s 

commodity TPMs are slow and inefficient. This 

performance handicap has limited the use of TPM to 

the scenarios without requiring fast or frequent 

operations [2]. 

 

TPM provides a limited amount of non-volatile 

memory (NVRAM) which can be used to persist state 

across reboots. A region of NVRAM can be allocated 
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and protected, so that it can be accessed only when 

specified PCRs contain specified values. TPMs also 

provide non-volatile monotonic counters which can 

be updated only by an increment operation (TPM 

Increment Counter) [9]. 

 

2.2Cloud computing 

1. General: Cloud computing is a general term for 

anything that involves delivering hosted services over 

the Internet. These services are broadly divided into 

three categories: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a 

Service (SaaS). A cloud service has three distinct 

characteristics that differentiate it from traditional 

hosting. It is sold on demand, it is elastic – a user can 

have as much or as little of a service as they want at 

any given time; and the service is fully managed by 

the provider. A cloud can be private or public. A 

public cloud sells services to anyone on the Internet. 

A private cloud is a proprietary network or a 

datacenter that supplies hosted services to a limited 

number of people. When a service provider uses 

public cloud resources to create their private cloud, 

the result is called a virtual private cloud. Private or 

public, the goal of cloud computing is to provide 

easy, scalable access to computing resources and IT 

services. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (like Amazon 

Web Services) provides virtual server instance API to 

start, stop, access and configure their virtual servers 

and storage. In the enterprise, cloud computing 

allows a company to pay for only as much capacity 

as is needed, and bring more online as soon as 

required. It is referred to as utility computing, 

because this pay-for-what-you-use model resembles 

the way electricity, fuel and water are consumed. 

Platform-as-a-service in the cloud is defined as a set 

of software and product development tools hosted on 

the provider‟s infrastructure. Developers create 

applications for the provider‟s platform over the 

Internet. Force.com(an outgrowth of Salesforce.com) 

and GoogleApps are examples of PaaS. In the 

software-as-a-service cloud model, the vendor 

supplies the hardware infrastructure; the software 

produces and interacts with the user through a front-

end portal. SaaS is a very broad market. Services can 

be anything from Web-based email to inventory 

control and database processing [1]. 

 

2. Weakness: In cloud environments, especially in 

public cloud environments, there needs to be a 

broader understanding of security technologies than 

previously in non-cloud environments. That is 

because we are now putting data in an environment 

that is outside of our control. It is within the control 

of a third-party cloud provider. We may have some 

level of control, but we do not have complete control. 

If the physical server is attacked or compromised, it 

can impact all of those IT resources. It is not just 

about bringing solutions down. It is about access to 

data, or the abuse of data or the attempt of malicious 

actions. The attacker may be one of the cloud 

consumers or managers that have gained legitimate 

access to their virtualized IT resources with their own 

trust boundaries [6, 17]. 

 

3.Application scenario and model 
3.1Notations 
In this paper, we use the notations as follows; 

• idf : identification function 

•MAP : mapping function; v(∈Ai) → PIJ= idfR.Ai(pj) 

•Ai : attribute 

•pj : each partition for numeric data attribute Ai 

•PIJ : Parition identifier 

•pu : user u‟s PIN(Personal Identification Number) 

• tm1|1  : the expression for text data m which is 

located in the first column(attribute). 

• n

qpmqp  || : the expression for numeric data m 

which is located in the (p + q) − th column(attribute). 

•kj∈K∈{0,1}
k 
: keys set for each attribute 

•fk : pseudorandom function with secret key k 

•ti : tuple identifier 

• n

qp

n

p

tt mqpmpmpm   ||,..,|1,|,..,|1 111
: the expression 

for data one tuple 

•Fj : attribute for text data  

•Pj : attribute for numeric data 

•g : a generator of a group G 

•
ji

kfk
mg jkj

,

)(   :  column-level encryption of data m 

• 321 ,, jjj KKK  : the masked keys with random number γ 

to hide real key kj 

• h() : hash function 

 

3.2Application and participants 
Our application is a mobile office environments with 

storage system in the cloud datacenter. The   problem 

is that organizations or individuals cannot trust the 

datacenter server managers, and these organizations 

or individuals cannot be sure of data integrity from 

the unauthorized accesses or attacks. Therefore, a 

security solution is required, including authentication, 

access control, encryption, and so on. As the solution, 

we select TPM as a possible method. In our scheme, 

TPM acts the important role of a security client as a 

kind of TTP as well as Integrity Measurements. In 

this paper, two kinds of clients are defined: a general 

and security clients. We grant TPM a role of a 

security client. Participants of our schemes are made 
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up of 1) a user / a terminal device, 2) TPM chip in a 

PC, and 3) the datacenter. A mobile device is treated 

as a terminal device (TD). Thus, users can 

authenticate themselves and can access the cloud 

computing services [13,14]. 

1) User (Ui) /Terminal Device (TDi) is a general 

client. A user can access the cloud services by the 

terminal device and this general client manages all 

cloud service systems processes only except for 

security parts. Hence, even a user cannot know his 

own secret key, but he can use his masked keys 

whose result are the same as the real secret key. 

2)  TPM chip in PC (ARsi). TPM chip plays a special 

role of a security client and PC (ARsi) also does the 

role of “authority of registration” as a TTP 

(Trusted Third Party). The special tasks involve as 

follows. 

 TPM chip stores secret keys and all of the 

information related to the secret keys are given at 

enrollment time. The authentication information 

such as PIN and h(Pu)|Pu should be stored. Each 

attribute secret key and partition Tables for 

numeric data should be also stored in TPM chip. 

 After a user authentication, TPM makes a 

legitimate user encrypt data with the masked 

secret keys and the other information. 

 PC with TPM masks decryption keys with a 

random number, and transfers the masked keys 

and the results from the datacenter server to a 

terminal device. 

3) Datacenter server (DS) is the storage server of 

cloud services. It can be private or public. We 

assume the server manager is untrustworthy. Thus, 

all of the sensitive information should be 

encrypted and there is no decryption process in a 

datacenter. 
 

3.3DAS (Database as a service) Model 
Our database model is based on the database as a 

service (DAS) model [8]. The properties of DAS 

model are that a client is perfectly trusted so that it 

can know and control all secret information. The 

client‟s all data except for secret information are 

stored in and managed by an untrustworthy server. 

The client has restricted computational power and 

storage, and relies on the server for mass 

computational power and storage. Because a server is 

untrustworthy, the server cannot learn any secret 

information on its DB data and can do only storage 

and computation according to the queries of the 

client. In this paper, TPM security client and the 

datacenter server manager have the same role in DAS 

mode [7, l0]. 

 

3.4Attacker types 

We consider largely two types of attackers; 

• Outside attackers - Outside attackers illegally try to 

access data that they do not have authorization. 

• Inside attackers - They can be free from DB access 

controls. We take examples by an untrustworthy 

server manager or compromised customers, who can 

originally access to the DB. 

 

4.TPM controlled encrypted SQL(TPM-

ESQL) protocol in the cloud datacenter 
In this section, we construct our proposed protocol, 

from the first step System SetUp and Enrollment to 

the sixth step Decryption. 

 

4.1System setup and enrollment 

Idf  is an identification function which maps each 

partition pj for a numeric data attribute Ai to an 

identifier )(. jAR pidf
i

like this; idf: Ai→ )(. jAR pidf
i

=PIj . 

A mapping function 
iARMAP .
 maps a value v within 

an attribute Ai's domain to the partition identifier PIj 

to which the v belongs: )()( .. jARAR pidfvMAP
ii

 . The 

secret keys for each attribute and partition Tables for 

numeric data attributes are offered in the user's TPM 

at enrollment time.   

 

4.2Authentication and query preparation 

[Ui → TDi]   

1 Input; )|,..|1,|,..|1(, 11

n

qP

n

p

t

p

t

u mqpmpmpmRp   relation. 

[TDi]   

 

2.Compute and Transfer to a TPM chip; 

))|,..|1,|,..|1((|)( 11

n

qP

n

p

t

p

t

pu mqpmpmpmREph
u  

 
[TPM chip in PC (ARsi)]  

  

3.Verify in PC ; h(pu)’=h(pu). 

Decrypt in TPM; )1(,))(( )( qpjkkED jjph u
  

Generate   and a tuple identifier ti in TPM. 

Compute in PC ;  jj kK1 ,   

)1()(2  jkjj kfkK ,   )(3 jk kf

j gK  . 

Masked keys for a tuple ti;  
3213

1

2

1

1

1 ,,,.....,,),( qpqpqpik KKKKKKtf 
. 

 

In TPM -ESQL, the data which consists of DB 

Tables are largely classified into two: text data and 

numeric data. Let R be a relation which has the 

following attributes set: R={r1, r2,…rn}. tm1|1  is a text 

data m for the first attribute and   is a numeric data m 

for the (p+1)-th attribute. )1( qpjk j   are secret 
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keys for each attribute. qpjkEj jph u
1),(| )(

 ; This 

is the type stored in TPM. 

1) A user inputs his/her PIN pu and the number of n 

data belonging to n attributes, to TDi. 

2) TDi computes the hash value h(pu)′ and encrypts 

the n data with pu. 

3) h(pu)′ is the received data. h(pu)|pu is stored in the 

TPM. If the verification is satisfied, the TPM 

decrypts kj (secret keys for each attribute), generate 

random numbers  , ti. With random number  , PC 

computes the masked keys 321 ,, jjj KKK  to hide the real 

key kj , (1≤j≤p+q). 

 

4.3DB encryption 

 

Table 1  Partition Table for the J-th attribute pj in a 

relation R 

R.PJ 

Partitions PI(Partition ID) 

[value1,  value2] PIj,1 

(value2,  value3] PIj,2 

…………. …………… 

(valuel,  valuel+1] PIj,l 

 

1,21. ]),([ jPR PIvaluevalueidf
j


, 

1,. )( jyPR PIvalueMAP
j


,if 

],[ 21 valuevaluevaluey   

 

The encrypted relation R in a datacenter server has 

the following attributes:  

 TID: fk(ti). This is an encryption of a tuple 

identifier  ti  and k is a TPM‟s secret key. 

 Column-level encrypted attributes 

ji

kfk

jj mgFqpjF jkj

,

)(
:)1(


 , where kj are 

the secret keys for the j-th attribute and mi,j are 

the values for the j-th attributes in the i-th tuple. 

Fj is a text data if pj 1 , and a numeric data 

if qjp 1 . That is, Fj(1≤j≤ p+q) consist of 

p text data and q numeric data, where equality 

selections, equijoins, grouping, etc. are operated. 

 Partitioning attributes )1( qjpPj  : Range 

queries for numeric data are operated by partition 

indexes for each attribute value. Namely, 

)( ,., jiPRxj mMAPPI
j

 , where a numeric data 

value mi,j is again mapped to a partition index 

PIj,x (the x-th partition index of the j-th attribute, 

lx 1 ). Table 1 shows the partition Table for 

the j-th attribute Pj. Given the above attributes, 

the relation R
S
 in a datacenter server is as 

follows: R
S
 (TID, F1, F2, …, Fp+q, P1, …,Pq). 

        [TPM chip in PC (ARsi)] 

4. Compute in PC(Column-level Encryption); 

)1(,)( ,

)(

,

3
21

qpjmgmgK ji

kfk

ji

KK

j
jkjjj 

  

5. Do Partition and Transfer to DS; R
S
(TID, F1, 

F2,….,Fp+q, Pp+1,..…,Pp+q)  =  (fk(ti), 1,

)( 11

i

kfk
mg k …

qpi

kfk
mg qpkqp



 

,

)( , ),..., ,,1 xqpxp PIPI 
. 

4) For all data(attributes), the PC does the column-

level encryption. 

5) For the data )|,..|1( 1

n

qP

n

p mqpmp   ;numeric 

data, PC gets the partition indexes PIj,x, ( qjp 1 ) 

from the partition Table in TPM and sends the 

additional “PIs”(partition ID) to DS. If the input data 

from TDi are new, TPM generates “PIs” and stores 

them as a new partition Table and then transfers the 

query to DS. 

 

4.4Querying 

[TDi]   

6.    Generate; Q(query) 

Compute and Transfer to PC with TPM chip; 

)(|)( QEph
upu


 

[TPM chip in PC (ARsi)]   

7.   Verify; h(pu)’=h(pu). 

Decrypt; QQED
up ))(( . 

6, 7) This process shows that TDi generates „Query‟ 

and sends it to DS cryptographically 

 

Query Decomposition 

Certain Query s

cQ : Certain Query selects the tuples 

which can be assured about the fact that they satisfy 

the originally given condition or not. Aggregation 

operations are possible in a server. 

 

Guessing Query s

gQ : The selected tuples to this 

query cannot be assured about the fact that they 

satisfy the original given condition unless they are 

decrypted. Hence, a datacenter server outputs the 

encrypted values for the attribute without aggregation 

operations. That is, if the query is for Pp+j, a server 

outputs the matching attribute values themselves, 

jpi

kfk
mg jpkjp



 

,

)( for  Fp+j  in the tuple[7]. 

 

A. Query for equality test 

[TPM chip in PC (ARsi)]   

8.    Compute in PC; vgQQ jkj kfks

c

s )(
 . 

Q expresses various types of queries. If the query is 

for an equality test, it can be expressed as j|v, where j 

is an attribute to be searched and v is a text or 

numeric data. PC should transform this to a query sQ  

for a datacenter server. In equality tests, sQ  consists 
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of only certain queries s

cQ , not guessing queries s

gQ . 

A PC encrypts v with the secret key kj for j-th 

attribute: vg jkj kfk )( . This is a query sQ  to a datacenter 

server. 

 

8)In Equality Test, Q(= j|v ) → s

c

s QQ   

 

B. Query for Comparison Test 

[TPM chip in PC (ARsi)]   

8
′
.   Produce (Query Plan); s

g

s

c

s QQQ  . 

8′) Comparison tests are for range or MAX query of 

numeric data. In our encrypted search system, we use 

a partition method like Table 1. PC transforms a 

query Q into a query s

g

s

c

s QQQ   with the partition 

Table[5,10]. 

 

4.5Searching 

[DS]   

9.  Search; s

g

s

c

s QQQ    Result; s

g

s

c

s RRR  ,

}),({ ,

)(

ji

kfk

ik

s

g mgtfR jkj  ,  (p+1≤ j≤ q)∈ Fi,j 

Transfer to a Security Client; Result. 
s

cR is a final aggregation result for a certain query 

and s

gR is a result for processing a guessing query. 

[TPM chip in PC (ARsi)]      

10.   Operate Aggregations in PC (guessing 

query); m (value m in Q) PI 

Decrypt in TPM; 
iik ttff  ))((1 , 

jiji

kfk

ji

kfk
mgmgmg

jkkfjk
jkjjkj

,

)(

,

)(

,

)( )(

)( 


 , 

                             (p+1≤ j≤ q, for some j) and process 

final result. 

 

Generate in TPM;  . 

Compute in PC; 
ji

kfk
vgC jkj

,

)(

1


 ,  

)(

2
jk kf

gC  , 

)(3  jkC  , )(4 jk kfC   

ji

kfk
mgC jkj

,

)(

5


   

Transfer to a TD; TD

g

TD

c

TD RRR  , s

c

TD

c RR 

={C1,C2,C3,C4}, TD
gR {C5,C2,C3,C4} 

 

9) DS searches for certain or guessing query. 

10) For guessing query, at first, the value m in Q is 

mapped to a partition index PI. Because all the 

partition Tables are stored in TPM, aggregations are 

operated in the PC with TPM. If the result of the first 

aggregation is not assured, the PC can decrypt some 

expected values (results). Then, finally the PC 

encrypts the results (certain and guessing query) with 

the generated random number and masked keys 

C2;C3;C4[12,13]. 

 

4.6Decryption 

[TDi]   

11.    Decrypt; 
ji

CC
vgCC ,21

43  , 

ji

kfkkf

ji

kfkCC
vggvggCC jkjjkjkj

,

)()()(

,

)(

21 )()(43 
  , 

ji

kfkkf

ji

kfkCC
mggmggCC jkjjkjkj

,

)()()(

,

)(

25 )()(43 
  . 

 

11) To the given above protocol, we can get real data 

with masked keys. It is the same value as the 

decryption of 10 (
ji

kfk
mg jkj

,

)(
), which is used with 

real secret. 

 

5.Experiments 
This paper deals with many technologies of the 

combined authentication, access control, and data 

search. We experiment on our scheme as a prototype. 

However, the main purpose of our paper is not for the 

design of building block algorithms. The 

performance of our scheme definitely depends on the 

subordinate algorithms and how much money you 

pay for the cloud services, only except for some 

parts. By these reasons, the comparison and analysis 

of performance with other papers are not appropriate. 

We discuss the performance of our scheme with 

separate six phases; 

 

1. Steps 1-3): Authentication and Query Preparation, 

2. Steps 4-5): DB Encryption, 

3. Steps 6-7): Querying, 

4. Steps 8 &8′): Query for Equality and Comparison 

Test, 

5. Steps 9): Searching, 

6. Steps 10-11): Decryption 

 

We implement only three parts, i.e., Steps 1-3), Steps 

4-5), and Steps 10-11), which have a relatively much 

influence on our performance. It is true that our 

whole performances are determined much more by 

environmental factors such as network stability and 

speed, mobile phone capability; server‟s computing 

power other than our proposed scheme. Moreover, 

there was no prior study to be compared with our 

scheme, which considers most of the processes over 

authentication, access control, searching, private key 

management, etc. Consequently, respective analysis 

for each step seems to be quite proper for our 

scheme. The parts, Steps 6-7), 8&8′), 9) are excluded 

from our experiment, because the performance of 

these parts is more up to mobile capability, the 

amount of data which a user wants to search, or 
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environmental factors other than by the schemes we 

designed newly.  

 

We experiment with both on a PC and a mobile 

phone. The processing power of our mobile phone is 

Qualcomm APQ8064 1.5 GHz Quad CPU Core on 

Snapdragon, 32GB eMMC, LPDDR 2GB. Our 

personal computer is Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570 

CPU 3.20 Ghz processor and 8GB RAM and 

OpenSSL cryptography modules for cryptographic 

operations. As for the TPM, Infineon OPTIGA TPM 

SLB 9660 is run in our experiments and the chipset is 

SLB 9660-1.2, compliant to TPM, 1.2 Rev.116, LPC 

interface 24/33MHz. 

 

We set p=10, q=5, i.e. totally all data n(p+q)=15. 

Steps 1-3): The computing time of this step consists 

of mobile phase and PC phase. As the step for 

authentication and preparation for queries, masked 

keys are generated. Because we used common 

algorithms and commands from OpenSSL 

cryptography modules and TPM Command Table, 

the performance depends on the subordinate 

algorithms. 

 

Steps 4-5): This step is composed of only PC phase. 

The step 4 consists of our newly designed protocol 

for all data‟s column-level encryption. The step 5 is 

composed of “getting PI (partition index)” for 

numeric data in TPM and transferring to DS. The 

result is shown in Table 3. 

 

Steps 10-11): This phase is also composed of mostly 

our newly designed protocols. The step 10 is for the 

decryption process for guessing query of numeric 

data and generation of in TPM, and the masking 

process of final results with random number in PC. 

The step 11 is the final decryption process by masked 

values C1; C2; C3; C4; C5 in terminal device. The 

result is shown in Table 4[13, 14, 15]. 

 

5.1Performance analysis 

The above Tables show that the configuration of our 

protocol makes it possible to run on a mobile device 

without a problem. The total time of Table 2 seems to 

take a little long time (376.18 ms), but this phase is 

the time for authentication and uploading of all data n 

(p+q) to query. In addition, the time for decryption 

takes only 10.4 ms in a mobile phase as shown in 

Table 4.  

 

But, in the middle of experiments, we found some 

problems in processing TPM commands because 

there are too small kinds of available commands. For 

example, AES Decrypt does not have many 

commands, only except for TPM LoadContext (1024 

bytes) in (TPM 1.2 Rev.116). It shows that we need 

to make a plan every time for complex processing 

configuration to run the TPM embedded PC. 

However, it is expected that the performance would 

be improved after TPM v2.0 is commercialized. 

 

Table 2 Performance of steps 1-3 (unit: ms) 
Total Time 376.18 
Mobile 

phase 
83.18 PC phase 293 

 

Table 3 Performance of steps 4-5 (unit: ms) 
Total Time (Pc Phase) 37.38 

 

Table 4   Performance of steps 10-11 (unit: ms) 
Total Time 35.9 
PC phase 25.5 Mobile phase 10.4 

 

6.Discussion 

6.1Security 

The cloud computing technologies offer a variety of 

IT infrastructures through extending IT environments 

outward by public cloud services and their migration 

policies. The development of cloud computing 

technologies makes that security and reliability has 

become the core issues of the information protection. 

The risk of the information leakage is quite high 

because software, data, and most of the IT resources 

can be provided as services. Like this, virtualized IT 

resources make the traditional concept of 

“boundaries” to protect from attackers “blurred” in 

the networked information societies. In addition, we 

cannot guarantee that the service provider or server 

manager is trustworthy or not. In this section, we 

analyze the security issues for the proposed scheme 

in the cloud services with the TPM and encryption as 

follows: 

 

1. Security Client: We assigned a TPM with the 

highest level of physical security to the role of a 

security client. All processes related to security 

should go through a security client. 

2. Intractability of Decryption by a Server: 
There is not any decryption process in a 

datacenter, because a datacenter server is 

assumed untrustworthy, so that decryption 

processes are allowed only in a terminal device. 

3. Entity Authentication at Access Time: We 

used PIN as an entity authentication method with 

a TPM, and it is popular in a real world. 

4. Access Control by Encryption and 

Authentication: If users can pass both of the 
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TPM authentication and the access 

authentication of cloud services, the legitimate 

users can generate available queries. A 

datacenter server can search for the encrypted 

data with the available encrypted queries. Users 

decrypt the encrypted results with a masked 

secret key. In other words, if a user cannot be 

authenticated as a valid user, the user cannot 

generate valid queries and cannot access 

encrypted data. A datacenter server cannot 

search without valid queries [11, 13]. 

5. Managing Real Secret Keys in the TPM: Only 

except for the TPM security client, real secret 

keys for encryption and decryption should not be 

known to anyone. Even a user does not know 

his/her own key. The secret keys are stored and 

managed securely in the TPM, and cannot be 

revealed to outward because of its high level of 

security properties [7, 10]. 

6. Masking Real Secret Keys with Random 

Number: Real secret keys are managed by the 

TPM, while the encrypted results from a 

datacenter server are decrypted in a terminal 

device of a general client. To achieve this, the 

TPM generates a unique random number every 

session and masks real secret keys, then it yields 

the results encrypted with the masked keys. 

Hence, a user/device cannot know the real secret 

keys. The decrypted results are the same as the 

ones decrypted with real keys, whereby the 

limitations of the TPM can be overcome and the 

security in cloud computing services can be 

augmented [5,16]. 

7. Data Protection by Encryption: All sensitive 

data in a datacenter server are encrypted. Secret 

keys should not be released from the TPM, and 

the secret keys are managed and stored securely 

by the TPM with the highest level security. One 

of the most important things is that there is no 

decryption in a datacenter server and the server 

manager and attackers cannot access the secret 

keys. Thus, our scheme is secure against insiders 

and intruders. Consequently, our scheme can 

prevent abuse or misuse of personal information 

by a server manager, and it can protect our 

system from privacy infringement. 

 

6.2Efficiency 

Our goal for efficiency is largely two; 1) less 

complex processing configuration in the TPM 

embedded Service System, 2) the minimum 

computation in a TPM and the maximum 

computation in a cloud. This is because that the TPM 

does not have so many kinds of available commands 

and limited computing power, while the cloud has 

powerful computing power and resources. The 

followings show our efficiency. 

 

1. Encryption Process and Search Process 

Column-level Encryption: For all data, including 

text and numeric data, we implement Column-level 

Encryption in PC. Even if this encryption requires 

exponential calculation, Table 2 shows that it has no 

problem because the computation is appropriate for 

PC efficiently. 

Partition Encryption: This encryption method is 

used for only numeric data in TPM. Guessing 

Queries cannot be implemented in the server, but in 

the TPM. This method needs additionally storing 

partition tables, but its computation is extremely light 

compared to other schemes such as homomorphism. 

2. Efficient Calculation  

To achieve less complex processing configuration in 

the TPM embedded Service System, we implement 

heavy computation like exponential calculation in a 

PC or a Server. As to Searching process, only 

Guessing Queries for numeric data should be 

implemented in the TPM chip embedded PC. 

3. Total Performance  

Total performance depends on the amount of data 

stored in the DS (datacenter server) and the amount 

of the price we pay for Cloud datacenter services. 

This is because most of the heavy computations are 

implemented in a datacenter server. 

 

7.Conclusion 

In this paper, we tried to solve two security issues; 

the inside attackers and the security vulnerabilities in 

cloud computing environments. Thus, our proposed 

scheme can protect the system from insiders as well 

as outsiders in the mobile office environments in the 

cloud datacenter. As a result, this paper includes two 

contributions as follows: (1) it highlights the 

importance of security issues in the cloud computing 

era of expanding the coverage of security more 

broadly; (2) it identifies a future converging 

technological solution by assembling the advantages 

between the cloud computing service technology and 

the TPM technology. For the future research, the 

collaborative computing environments might offer a 

variety of research potential for the communities of 

security and mobile computing. Therefore, we need 

to consider the security as the core issues, including 

ISM (Integrated Security Management) in the 

collaborative computing environments.  
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